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Ghardaia Information:

• Time

Diference: GMT+1

• Latitude: 32.38222222
• Longitude : 3.80055555

Ghardaia is the capital city of Ghardaia Province, Algeria It is a province in the south of

Algeria. The M'Zab Valley, located there, is a UNESCO

• Distance from Madrid: World Heritage Site. 1118.321 km

Airport in Ghardaia

❖ Code: GHA



FLIGHTS:

FLIGHTS FROM GHARDAIA FLIGHTS TO GHARDAIA

Ghardaia to Prince Rupert Rome to Ghardaia

Ghardaia to London Arica to Ghardaia

Vuelos de Ghardaia a Noumea París to Ghardaia

Ghardaia to Richmond Múnich to Ghardaia

Ghardaia to Raleigh London to Ghardaia

Ghardaia to Los Ángeles Kamloops to Ghardaia



How to fly to Ghardaia from Spain

• You can travel from different places in Spain like:

• Alicante
•
• Bilbao

• Gran Canaria

• Málaga

• Melilla

• Palma de Mallorca

• Vigo

• Madrid

• Valencia

• But the flights usually leave from Madrid and then to Ghardaia.



INFORMATION ABOUT THE TRIP VALENCIA-MADRID TO
GHARDAIA

s

INFORMATION  ABOUT THE JOURNEY :
s

Valencia is 879 km from Ghardaia and 
Madrid (MAD-A. Madrid-Barajas) is 
the connection most popular to stop.

You take a plane in Valencia then you land in 
Madrid and after that you take another 
flight to Ghardaia.

INFORMATION ABOUT ARRIVALS:

• Ghardaia is 17km from Noumerate´s airport

Noumerate´s airport:

• Now there are two airline working with Noumerate´s airport

• Every week there are 42 internacionals flights

• Noumerate´s airport offers flights without stops for 5 cities.



EL GOLEA AIRPORT:

• If you want to travel to Ghardaia you can fly to El Golea airport it is only
59km from Ghardaia.

• There are some airlines that work with El Golea airport:

• Turkish Airlines, Air France, Air Algerie

El golea airport:

• Every week leave about 14 nacional and internacional flights

• It offer flights without layover for 4 cities



Madrid-Argel and Argel-Ghardaia:

• Another way to travel to Ghardaia is taking a plane from
Madrid to Argel and then take a plane to Ghardaia

• Flight´s length : Madrid to Argel about 1 hour.

• Air Algérie  usually operate regular flight from Argel
to principal places in Argelia like: constantine. Annaba
and  Oran  but  rarely  operate  flight  to  not  more
important towns and oasis like Ghardaia.

• Flight´s length: Argel to Ghardaia about 6 hours.

ARGEL
GHARDAIA

FLIGHTS TO OUARGLA

• Also you can flight to Ouargla that it  is near Ghardaia it is only 159 km than
Ghardaia .



• There are only one airport in this city

• The airline most popular in Ouargla is Air Algérie

• The most popular flight that leave in Ouargla is to Madrid

• The flight that usually arrives in Ouargla comes from Madrid

OUARGLA

AIRLINE YOU CAN FLIGHT TO GHARDAIA

• Air algerie

• Air france



ACCOMMODATION IN GHARDAIA

Hostels:

• Maison d'Hote de Beni-isugen

• Residence des Deux Tours
● Maison d'Hote Akham

Beni-isugen Deux Tours
Akham Le Belvedere

• Le Belvedere

Hotels:

● M'Zab Ghardaia

● Hotel El Djanoub

M´Zab El 
Djanoub



Algeria Project: Market Research Results and Summary

Background

It was agreed at the Trans-national meeting in Tenerife that a questionnaire survey 
would be produced by the Scottish participants and tis would then be distributed 
amongst all the partners and the final results would then be analysed and presented by 
the Scottish Team. (See associated Powerpoint presentation)

A total of 108 responses were received:

40% of the responses were from Italy
28% of the responses were from Scotland
20% of the responses were from Portugal
12% of the responses were from Hungary
1% of the responses were from Spain *

*Spain submitted 1 response to reflect the overall findings of their own survey and 
Greece completed their own survey

Most of the respondents (54% were students) and most of the rest were in either full or 
part-time employment. 1% of the respondents were retired.

5 respondents had previously visited, but the majority (95% had never been to 
Algeria)

Main Findings

When asked about their interest in going to the country:

20% were interested or very interested (scales 4 or 5) in visiting Algeria
24% were definitely or probably NOT be interested (scales 0 or 1) in visiting Algeria
56% were undecided/possibly/possibly not interested (scales 3 or 4) in visiting 
Algeria

When asked about the appeal of the country: 

63% said Culture and History was a key attraction, followed by
48% who said for beaches, 
44% who said mountains and deserts, 
38% who said scenery and 
25% who said architecture and historic buildings
Only 7% said “Nightlife” when asked about Algeria’s appeal.

N.B. – respondents could choose more than one option in this question hence 
numbers add up to more than 100%

When asked about the type of people who might visit Algeria the respondents said: 

Adventurous Types (74%) were the most likely visitors, followed by 
Young People (45%)
Outdoor Types (41%)



It was thought that Families (18.5%) and Older Visitors (15.5%) would be the least 
interested in going to Algeria

N.B. – respondents could choose more than one option in this question hence 
numbers add up to more than 100%

Conclusions

Based on the finding of the survey, the main conclusions could be summarised as 
follows:

1. There is generally little interest in going to Algeria from amongst the 
respondents

2. However when asked about the appeal of the area it is clear that there are 2 
distinct reasons why people might want to go to the country:

a) For the History and Culture/Architecture and Historic Buildings etc. These 
categories along with related options such as Museums and Galleries, and 
Religious Sites scored highly

b) For the outdoor pursuits and interests. This is confirmed by the fact that 
Beaches, Mountains and Deserts, Scenery, Outdoors and Wildlife all scored 
highly

3. In terms of the type of people who might be interested in going  to Algeria, the 
consensus is that it would certainly be “Adventurous” people, who liked the 
outdoors, and they  are more likely to be young and either singles or couples and
much less likely to be families or older people

Recommendations

So, based on the results of the survey and the above conclusions it is recommended that:

• Two different marketing approaches could be adopted

• One approach would be aimed at the cultural visitor who wishes to discover 
more about the history and culture of the country. Although interested in culture 
and history,  the “target market”  would still be generally speaking adventurous, 
probably couples rather than singles

• The second approach would be to target those customers who are interested in 
the outdoors, and would be interested in mountains and deserts as well as 
scenery and beaches. Although interested in beaches they are unlikely to just to 



want to lie sun-bathing and are more likely to want to take part in activities such 
as diving and other water sports The target group is likely to be young and 
probably singles rather than couples

• A different marketing plan and marketing mix should be created to meet the 
needs of each of the different target groups 

TOURIST PACK offered from Spain

ECO-TOURISM PACKAGE

SUMMER GROUP

TIMINUM-GHARDAIA TRIP WITH MIGUEL PETIT

• This is a great tourist pack, it is a long trip for many places in Argelia 
but we explain the part of the pack that is about Ghardaia, this pack is 
perfect for people who admire the Sahara desert and it combines oasis 

with awesome and traditional architecture like Ghardaia and Timinum.



The best things:

• Unique landscapes of deserts and oasis.

• Enjoy local culture.

• Direct contact with the nature, perfect for people who search peace.

• Trip in group.

• Expert in the destiny and photographer guide. Miguel Petit.

·

Trip sumary   :

Day 01: BARCELONA – ARGEL Day 02: ARGEL – ADRAR - 
TIMIMUN

Day 03: GRAN ERG OCCIDENTAL – TALA – GRAN ERG

OCCIDENTAL - AGLHAD

Day 04: AGLHAD – TIMINUM – ROSAS DEL DESIERTO Day 05: GUENTOUR – 
SEMDJANE - TINGMAR

Day 06: IGHZER - OULET-SAID

Day 07: TIMIMUM – TINERKOUK - BENAISSI

Day 08: EL GOLEA - GHARDAIA

Day 09: GHARDAIA- BENI-ISGUEM

Day 10: ARGEL - GHARDAIA

Day 11: ARGEL – BARCELONA



ITINERARY ( Days in ghardaia)

Day 08 : El Golea-Ghardaia

• Route day for 610 kilometers 

around El golea in bus where after 

lunch keep on until Ghardaia 

where there is the accommodation 

the camping-hotel Akham.

Day 09 : Ghardaia-Beni-Isguem

• We are visiting Ghardaia: The market, 

the small streets maze ( El laberinto de 

las pequeñas callejuelas) and also we 

are walking for the principal street. In 

the afternoon we are visiting the 

ancient district from Beni-Isguem and 

we are sleeping in the same camping.



Day 10: Argel-Ghardaia

• We are going to Ghardaia´s airport and we are taking

the flight at 08´15 and then we will arrive in Argel at 

09´45 . We are visiting the streets,the Kashba, the 

boulevart and the middle of the city then the 

accommodation is in the hotel Malik.

ACCOMMODATION IN HOTELS:

• The hotels in Argelia are basic, we always choose the best hotels but in someone
can be light or water cut but all have restaurants and we try that the room are

clean.

CAMPING:

➔ This option in this trip consist of in mats, rugs and blankets.



ECOTOURISM IN GHARDAIA

ECO-TOURISM in Ghardaia is becoming an important means of combating poverty in 

the Sahara, and at the same time, it develops a sustainable tourism in the Sahara.

In 2003 a Plan of Action of UNESCO made a project called “The Sahara of Cultures
and Peoples”. The pilot project “The Ksour Route” is part of it. It aims to promote
sustainable tourism in order to develop the local populations’ independence of action in
combating poverty in southern Algeria. It is directed above all at the most deprived
populations and offers them a number of resources and tools to enable them to take
charge of their own development.
 

PROJECT  DETAILS  PROJECT  TITLE:  The  Ksour

Route PRIORITIES:

• To combat poverty.

• To promote local governance.

• To protect the tangible and intangible heritage. •To promote responsible and 

sustainable tourism.



The project strategy rests upon:

• The establishment of activities aimed at  sustainable development and combating

poverty.

• Involvement  of  the  population,  especially  women,  young  people  and  the
unemployed, in the management and direction of activities.

• The development of active teaching based on the “learn and do” principle in the
different areas of the project (environment, heritage, tourism).

THE ENVIRONMENT:

• To  conserve  resources  and  to  increase  water  production  from  non-
conventional sources.

• To make use of renewable energy sources.

• To inform, train and promote scientific research on the environment.
• To train in environmental protection and awareness.

·



TOURISM:

• To  promote  local  awareness  and  training  in  the  management  and direction  of
tourism.

• To interlink sites through exchange and training programmes in tourism.

• To promote cooperation by establishing cross-border cultural tourism routes.

THE  BENEFICIARIES:  Local,  national  and international  poor  people,
unemployed,  women  and  young  people,  students,  the  Maalmine,  farmers,  local
service technicians and representatives of local institutions.



GHARDAIA GOES GREEN
www.ghardaiagoesgreen.com/al

LOW-COST FLIGHTS
AND HOW TO MOVE AROUND

ECOFRIENDLY HOTELS AND 
STARRY CAMPING EXPERIENCE

 CAMEL OR QUAD RIDES
IN THE DESERT 

SIGHT-SEEING TOURS 
 MAIN LANDMARKS

VALUE FOR MONEY
RESTAURANTS

TRADITIONS AND
FESTIVITIES

WHAT TO PURCHASE:
FROM BAZAARS TO MALLS

BASIC INFORMATION
 BEFORE TRAVELLING

http://www.ghardaiagoesgreen.com/al


G-ASTRONOMY:  Go  Green  by  having  a  delicious  candle  light

traditional dish under a starry sky

Hospitality  at  our  luxury  Hotels,  with  all  kind  of    facilities  and  an

environmentally friendly Policy.

Art and Antiques,  on  any corner,  with  craftsmen turning leather and

silver into finest artworks

Relax from  your stress with the help of Robston, our local guide, who´ll be

glad to  solve any problems

Desert dunes  for camel or quad rides, and  sand boarding, with amazing

desserts to recover strength at an oasis

Atmosphere:  either in  the  Medinas,  in  the  lively  squares,  in   cafès  and

clubs  or just by breathing pure air

I-conectivity: even in the most idylic landscapes you´ll be able to share your

arabian nights

Algeria’s unexpected  cool and cozy destination



PROMOTIONAL TOOLS OF ECO-TOUR IN GHARDAIA

The main tool is obviously a good website that I have chosen to call “GHARDAIA
GOES GREEN” and of which I have made a draft sample of its main contents right at
the beginning of this section. This could appear also as on-line publicity 

On the other hand, I  believe that another good way to promote tourism in this not
renowed area of Algeria is through Facebook. There are several reasons: you can post
photos and even a Short Documentary about Ghardaia. What is most important, people
can post opinions and suggestions as well as their experience if they have visited the
place. At the same time, you can check the number of visits and “likes”.

Another possibility would be ads in the media or at the Travel Agencies which might
offer  low cost package holidays.

Air Lines could also have cheap  air fares from different cities in Spain with direct
convenient flights.

It´s important to emphasize that right now, Algeria is a very safe place to travel to and it
is not a radical Islamic country.


